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One man’ Richard Glaubman captures Dawson’ “Lifestyle Is So Good is
approximately character, soul and spirit.Eloquent . Life is good, just
as it is. I really do believe it’” The pride in standing his ground is
matched— .George Dawson   “  s extraordinary journey through the
twentieth hundred years and how he learned to read at age 98   an
astonishing and unforgettable memoir. From segregation and civil rights,
to the wars and the presidents, to defining occasions ever sold, George
Dawson’s description and assessment of the last hundred years inspires
readers with the message that has sustained him through it all: “ .
There isn’s] hard-won education.”s grandson who learned to read at age
98 and lived to age 103, reflects on his life and shares valuable
lessons in living, in addition to a fresh, firsthand view of America
during the entire sweep of the twentieth hundred years. WINNER OF THE
CHRISTOPHER AWARD   “ engrossing .Lifestyle is indeed good. . . the feel-
good story of the year.t anything I'd change about my entire life.—The
Christian Science Monitor   Sign up for the Circle for writer chats and
more.A testament to the energy of perseverance.”—USA Today   “Things
will be all right. . .maybe also exceeded—” .by the accomplishment of
[George Dawson’s improving.”—The Washington Post   In this remarkable
book, George Dawson, a slave’ People have to hear that. .—An
extraordinary autobiography . . .s irresistible voice and look at of the
world, offering insights into humanity, history, hardships, and
joy.”—Publishers Weekly   Look for unique features inside. “
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This is an excellent book This is the story of George Dawson: a figure
seemingly destined to be poor, angry and uneducated but who prospects a
life rich in experiences, personal connections and wisdom. People who
are somewhat familiar with the reserve will think its simply about an
illiterate 98 year older who decides to return to school."Discovered
this in Barnes & Judge not really, least ye end up being judged."A few
of George's wisdom can be expressed in simple yet powerful
witticisms:-For me its like fishing. Not ever forget. Me, I cast out and
I stay with it.-Those folks have been marching for you personally and
today you cant let them straight down. I see it as being enough. So its
just fine.-People forget that a picture aint created from just 1 color.
It is rather enjoyable to read. ; Inspirational, educational,
entertaining --bought extras & Proceed with the fastballAnd a few of
George's timeless advice:-I want for folks not to worry so much. Life
aint likely to be ideal, but things will continue to work out. Can you
really react out of faith and like instead of fear in any
scenario?-Perform you see that cup as half full or fifty percent empty?
Do you consider there are times when anger is a better response than
acceptance?" Do you agree with George Dawson's dad that it is never okay
to judge somebody? He wasn’t read to learn.-Even when it’s a three-two
count, don’t back off."What's the difference between judging the actions
of a person as harmful and unwise, and judging the individual all
together?.e. Once you can know the primary character, you realize that
anecdote is merely a clear extrapolation for a man who spent his very
existence spending so much time, incrementally bettering himself. Worth
the period to read. This went WAY beyond my criteria because of the
inspirational tale and moral illustrations. LOVED it for so multiple
reasons. A few... good story Feel-good book of the year Readable and
flowing, This reserve goes into another world which nobody alive cab sat
they've lived through, except George.reader's guide question #12 in the
trunk.My only complaint." Worth buying for school, friends, or
relatives.-) Think about this one, "Do you consider there are
individuals who learn how to accept every humans where they are, yet
stand firm against their unwise options. Bought extra copies for
college, the original tale and the sequel for self. "Because they rode
home within their wagon after seeing a lynching, George Dawson's father
informed his angry and outraged 10 year previous son, "You haven't any
to judge another human being. Some folks, they go fishing and they
maintain reeling in, changing bait, and trying once again an again."
Ninety years afterwards, George Dawson recounted, "I didn't know it
then, but his phrases set the path my life would take also till today.
He saw an old black guy, a gardener… I stopped talking and he didn’t
learn nothing about his grandma's loom.-That boy viewed me but didn’t,
couldn’t believe a word I said, and I shut up because he didn’t even see
me. His function ethic and attitude are amazing... sequel Life is So
Great by George Dawson and Richard Glaubman "1 man's extraordinary



journey though the twentieth hundred years and how he learned to learn
at age 98. I liked the book. As the author recounts, "I had come to
record a lifestyle of hardship and was not ready to hear of gratitude.
We are walk in different shoes on the earth school journey...that kinda
thing. Its filled with everything... Wonderful atlanta divorce attorneys
way This book makes the reader wish to be a better person. George lived
through some hard times, and somehow most of his tales shine with
positivity." Or for more mature readers "Anger is the defensive emotion
we feel whenever we believe our needs are not being met.-A man is
supposed to work and take pride in what he does no real matter what the
work is." (I. Winner of the Christopher Award -- books that "affirm the
highest values of the human spirit., How will one become a saint? Not
really that I'm planning on obtaining there in this life time ;-). He
inspired others when he discovered to read at 97 years young and the
relationship he got with the writer was a warm and endearing one..but
removing fear and reacting out of faith is my eventual condition of
being.) A Remarkable Man I just enjoyed every phrase. George Dawson was
a truly remarkable man. Five Stars good book. Terms he resided by.. His
life experiences alone were remarkable. A must read!!!.without the need
of fear based anger?"Imo, there must have been a question comparable to.
Great book Great book. Love reading someone's life history. Plan to move
it to my grand daughter. Noble while looking for a book that would
satisfy a dual credit score teacher's requirements for articles (and
mine for duration, dialog, action, readability). This book brings
essential perspective. Life aint all good or all bad. I enjoyed the book
Had to learn this publication for a class." (Hate the sin, not the
sinner. Five Stars This is such a good book. Definite read. He was full
of common sense, street smarts, and wisdom passed down to him from his
dad.100 years of history told through the normal man's pov, who happens
to be black, sees first hand how people judge (and kill) predicated on
pores and skin alone, relays life in a little Texas town growing up,
travels the united states as a young man, returns to Texas to improve a
family, demonstrates perseverance, gratitude, wisdom of elders,
importance of reading and lifelong learning.
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